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Heating - The guideline minimum temperatures for school 
premises are - 18°C for classrooms, 15°C for rooms where 
physical activity takes place and 21°C for sick bays. It is in the 
power of Principals to close all or part of a school if these 
temperatures are not met but parents have to be notified.  
In the event of long standing problems, the Safety Rep 
should ascertain what remedial action is being taken. 

SSwimming- Unless the services of a qualified lifeguard are 
used, non-specialist teachers of swimming should possess, 
at least, a current lifesaving qualification and a basic 
swimming teaching qualification.  

Teachers should not be expected to take on activities which 
expose themselves, or their pupils, to undue risk.

TTeachers’ Vehicles- Even if a teacher should have adequate 
insurance, he/she cannot be directed to carry pupils in their 

This leaflet is intended as a brief guide only to Health and 
Safety in schol.  There are staff at UTU Headquarters to give 
more detailed advice and guidance on any of the topics 
included or in the many that are not, for example:

Also look out for Health and Safety issues on the UTU 
website, in the School Reps’ Handbok and for training by 
the UTU.

SOME OTHER CONCERNS IN BRIEF

vehicles for “business use” (driving to INSET training, driving 
between schools or sites, driving to work-related meetings, 
undertaking duties as a union officer etc)  - check carefully 
with your insurer to make sure you are covered.  

TThere is no automatic right to park on school premises and 
teachers must be aware that there is little likelihod of 
receiving compensation if their vehicle is damaged on 
school property - parking is at your own risk.

LLifting & Handling - The lifting and/or handling of heavy 
loads or even of pupils (unless in an emergency situation) is 
not part of a teacher’s role. Whereas teachers will be 
expected to carry light loads as part of everyday work, heavy 
loads should be the responsibility of premises staff or other 
contracted staf.  A teacher should not lift or carry a load 
which could cause injury.  Furthermore, teachers who are 
prpregnant or who have a disability should have special 
consideration paid to them.

Asbestos - The presence of asbestos in schools is an 
ongoing concern, the law requires action to be taken to 
identify and deal with suspected asbestos.  It is stil present 
in some pipe and boiler laggings, wall spaces, ceilings and 
wall panels and in some labs.  

If you suspect there is asbestos in your school, the Safety 
Rep should seek guidance on how it is to be dealt with as a 
matter of urgency.
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MATERNITY AND NEW MOTHERS

As soon as a teacher has informed her employer of their 
pregnancy then a risk assessment should be carried out to 
ensure the safety of both her and the unborn child.  The 
following areas should be considered:

HHas the issue of fatigue been addressed - classes/duties may 
be re-allocated, attendance at evening meetings may be 
suspended, cover of classes with disruptive pupils may not 
be required.
Is there somewhere to lie down, if necessary?
Is classroom seating appropriate? (teachers should not be 
required to use child-sized seating).
HHas they been offered help with lifting/carrying?
Is there any possibility that she has been exposed to Rubella, 
if so have they been advised to see their GP?
In practical subjects have measures been taken to protect 
them from  chemicals/solvents/cleaning agents?
Where a child or children could be disruptive, are they 
protected from them?

DDuring Pregnancy, other diseases (Chickenpox, Parvovirus, 
Cytomegalovirus and, in rural areas, Chlamydia Psittaci, 
caught from sheep) can be risk to the mother and unborn 
child.  In all cases the pregnant teacher should be aware of 
the risk and should seek medical advice if exposed is 
suspected.

AAfter giving birth, especially after returning from a short 
materity leave, a teacher should stillbe provided with proper 
seating, rest place and, if necessary, a place to express and 
store milk.  If a teacher is returning following a Caesarean 
birth, then care should be given to lifting, carrying and 
standing for excessive time.

TToilet provision is particulary important, briefly the 
guidelinesare that there should be one toilet and washroom 
(a lockable room with 1 toilet and washbasin) for premises 
with 1-5 employees, 2 toilets and washroom for 6-25 
employees and 3 for establishments of 26-50.

FFemale and male employees should have their own toilet 
provision unless all facilities are of the washroom type.  
These facilities should be seperate from those used by 
pupils, the only exception being diasbled facilities which may 
be used by teachers, staff, pupils and visitors as necessary.

Further information available on the UTU website.
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precautionary visit to the GP and the record the accident, take 
photographs of the injury and the place the injury took place.  If there 
should be a claim for compensation, these will be of great help.  Assaults 
on teachers both physical and verbal (stress can be an idustrial accident) 
should also be recorded in the same way as accidents.

“Nea“Near miss” accidents should be reported as this will allow appropriate 
action to be taken,  (falling roof tiles, unevenpaving, carpets not secure 
could all be “near miss” accidents).

Following an accident the employer should invesigate the cause and take 
steps to ensure it does not happen again.  Union Safety Reps have a legal 
right to inspect the site of an accident and make recommendations. 

IfIf the accident to a UTU member is serious, the member should contact 
Headquarters for advice and assistance.  A member should also contact 
Headquarters if remedial action is not taken following an accident.  

PlaygrounPlayground accidents to pupils due to slips, trips or falls are not 
reportable other than to be recorded in the school’s accident book 
unless the accident requires professional medical care or it arose in 
connection with construction work on the school site, because of the 
condition of the premises or because of the level of supervision.

Further information available from the UTU website.

CYBER-HARASSMENT

CCyber- harassment is becoming a growing concern for teachers in 
schools.  To protect yourself as far as possible from the issue, follow 
the guidance listed.

• Know your school’s mobile phone and intenet policies and ensure   
  that you enforce them consistently.
•• Do not give out your personal mobile number to parents or pupils. It  
  is helpful if this is incorportated into your school policy. The school   
  should provide a mobile in the event you have to coordinate a group  
  of pupils.
• Never discuss school-related issues on social networking sites.
• You are strongly advised not to have parents or pupils as friends on    
  social networking sites.
•• Always think before you put anything - personal or professional - into  
  cyberspace. Remember, once it’s out, you can’t take it back!
• Advise your friends to think before they post, as your professional   
  reputation could be at risk.
• Know your settings and how they work.
•• And, above all, always inform your Principal of any incident, however  
  small. You will not know if a school problem is developing if you    
  don’t keep track.
 

ACCIDENTS AND REPORTING ACCIDENTS

It is essential that all accidents are reported and 
investigated so that hazards may be eliminated in future.
AAll accidents, however trivial, should be recorded - injuries 
which may seem trivial at the time may have more serious 
long-term consequences.  It is a legal requirement  to 
record accidents in the workplace where ten people or 
more are employed (even in the smallest schools when 
lunchtime supervisors, classroom assistants and admin 
staff are counted, this will be ten staff!).
FoFor teachers suffering an accident it is advisable to make a 

ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICINES

TherThere is no legal or contractual duty on teachers to 
administer medicine.  It is purely voluntary and should never 
be undertaken without training or if the medicine requires 
technical medicial knowledge. Although teachers have a duty 
to safeguard the Health and Safety of the children in their 
care, this does not include the administration of medicines.     
SchoolSchools should have a clear policy on medicines and an 
individual health care plan for each child who requires 
medication.  If medication is required during the day 
some pupils may be able to self-administerm otherwise 

arrangements should be made with the parents and/or 
medical staff.

TTeachers should never administer non-prescribed 
medicines.  Only prescibed medicines should be brought 
into school, these should be held in a safe place and in 
a safe container - neither should be accessible to other 
pupils.

MMedicines for emergency treatment (epipens, inhalers 
etc) should not be kept in a locked cupboard but be 
accessible to those who need them.  In the case of 
anaphylactic reaction teachers may choose to use 
the epipen - (it is safe and impossible to administer 
an overdose) but are under no obligation to do so.  
Ambulances must be summoned in all emergency 
sisituations.

First Aid - There is no absolute requirement to have 
a First Aider in a school, there must, however, be an 
”Appointed Person” who is not necessarily trained in first 
aid but takes overall control of the First Aid equipment, 
knows the emergency procedures to summon an 
ambulance and to report accidents.

A Teacher cannot be required to be a first aider unless it 
is contractual.  Whether voluntary or contractual a first 
aider must be trained. A teacher should think carefully 
before volunteering to become a first aider, (eg.: Teachers 
of practical subjects or PE could rarely leave their classes 
unsupervised).

AA first aider should be released from classes occasionally 
to fulfil their duties to maintain equipment. 

In an emergency it is generally better for teachers to offer 
some sort of first aid than to leave the child.

Further information available on the UTU website.

SCHOOL JOURNEYS

SSchool visits are of great educational and social value 
for young people; teachers must ensure that the highest 
standards of Health and Safety are applied at all stages.  
Teachers should also be aware of the potential for stress 
involved in planning and organising trips and decide 
whether it is essential to become involved.
TThe law expects that a teacher will apply the same 
care that he/she would for his/her own family and that 

supervision of pupils throughout the journey is maintained 
at all times.  Teachers must take all reasonable steps to 
avoid exposing children to dangers which are foreseeable 
and beyond what certain pupils can be expected to cope.

NNo teacher should be expected to organise a trip without 
either training or guidance from colleagues who have had 
previous experience.  The organiser should, wherever 
possible, make a preliminary visit to the proposed 
destination, become familiar with activities to be carried 
out and assess possible hazards.
 
StStaffing should be based on the age, sex and ability of the 
pupils - guidelines are:

• 1 adult per 6 pupils in years 1-3 (pre-school a higher ratio).
• 1 adult per 10-15 in years 4-6.
• 1 adult per 15-20 in year 7 onwards.

TThese are the bare minimum  - the ratio should always 
be higher if possible and definitely higher for trips 
abroad (teachers planning trips abroad should check the 
supervision ratios for that country - not for this country!) 
and for hazardous activities.  Specialist activities such as 
swimming, hill walking, climbing, sailing etc., should only 
take place when accompanied by qualified instructors.  All 
vevehicles used, whether owned by school, local authority or 
privately hired must be fitted with seatbelts.

Parents should always be asked to sign a consent 
form early in the planning stages and should be made 
completely aware of the nature of the activity.

Every effort should be made to include all  pupils 
regardless of ability.  Disability legislation requires 
”reasonable adjustments” to be investigated to enable 
the participation of pupils with disabilities.  Teachers may, 
however, decide to exclude a pupil whose poor behaviour 
may constitute a safety risk.

HEALTH AND SAFETY - A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
Health and Safety legislation affects every single worker 
and pupil in every school - all users of school and college 
premises are covered by the Health and Safety at Work 
(NI) Order 1978.

AAll schools should have a Safety Committee to oversee 
Health and Safety in the school - each Union in school 
should appoint a Representative, although in small 
schools the unions may decide to appoint a joint rep.
The full duties of the Rep can be found both on the UTU 
Website and in the School Reps’ handbook.  Briefly, 
these duties are;

•• To investigate potential hazards and examine the  
   cause of accidents.
• To investigate complaints by colleagues.
• To make representations to employers on matters  
   of  concern.
• To carry out inspections of the premises.
•• To represent colleagues in consultations on     
   Health and Safety issues.

SSafety reps are entitled to some time off with pay to carry 
out their duties - a guideline would be in small schools 
half a day per term for inspections and a full day in large 
schools.  For routine duties, one hour per week in small 
schools and two hours in large schools.  Time off is not 
dependent on funding and should be written into 
teacher’s timetable in the same way as time allowed for 
otother responsibilities.

The Safety Rep is not in any way legally responsible for 
hazards that are pointed out but not acted upon or for 
unseen hazards.

The leaflet will give information on some basic Health 
and Safety in schools - further information is available on 
the UTU website, the School Reps’ Handbook and by 
calling the UTU office.


